
ENDANGERED SPECIES ESSAY INTRODUCTION

Life on Earth is in the throes of a new wave of mass extinction. Start finding out about the conservation battle with our
beginner's guide.

Global warming is making the ice sheets to melt earlier every year, affecting the survival of the polar bears
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on Endangered Species One way in which human activity proved incredibly detrimental to live on Earth is by
causing extinction or endangerment of numerous species. Polar bears, mountain lions, and alligators are all
predators brought into close contact with people as they lose their habitat to homes, farms, and businesses.
Overfishing could even put a strain on terrestrial wildlife. In order to maintain a healthy and safe population of
wolves in Minnesota, wolves must receive more help from conservationists and further protection. There are
many animals out there that are important to us and our environment and need to be helped. People are
clearing forests to create cattle pasture s. Mainly, this rapidly occurring issue is caused by humans. This is
happening at an alarming rate. These animals are considered to be an endangered species. Although, the first
official endangered species legislation was a bill that called for saving U. They live in a symbiotic association
with photosynthetic zooxanthellae. Though only 1. If you are an animal lover, then writing an essay on
endangered species should come easy for you. Some other mammals that are being overhunted for sport or for
their fur are the Jaguar, Cheetah and the Snow Leopard. An endangered culture is practices, ideas and customs
All extinct species go through a process that leads them to extinction. The Giant Panda has a slow
reproduction rate that has played a major role in the endangerment of the panda. For decades we have lost
many wonderful animals due to their extinction. Some researchers even advocate reintroducing large animals
such as lions and elephants to the US and wolves to the UK. Chapman and Hall,  However, in the past century,
many species of animals have been disappearing at an alarming rate. Horns, feathers, eggs and other trophies
are smuggled to unscrupulous collectors. Sea level has been growing over the past century, and the rate has
risen in recent decades. In these circumstances the wild animal species simply have no place to go. The bird,
whose population is now in the hundreds of thousands, is now in the category of least concern. Better
management and stock modelling may help reverse the trend, but others argue that many fisheries are already
doomed. The Aye-Aye, which is a cute little animal that looks like a Gremlin with a long tale, has been put on
the endangered species list because its habitat in Madagascar is being lost. This includes conservation,
sustainability, and sharing the benefits of genetic research and resources. If animals that feed on other animals
become extinct then the other animals would overrun the land. The six billion and counting people crowding
the Earth , are driving out biodiversity in a variety of ways. Today we continue to rape the oceans through
overfishing. Isn 't this part of the process of natural selection? The Mt. It is often taken for granted or not taken
as seriously as it should be.


